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REPORT OF THE GREYLOCK RESERVATION
COMMISSION.

Brief Outline.

The

Greylock

State

Reservation

established

by

The commission consists
who serve

chapter 543 of the Acts of 1898.
of three,

was

residents of the county of Berkshire,

without compensation.

The

State appropriation was given on the condition

first

that the property,

then belonging to the Greylock Park

Association (incorporated in 1885 and 1886), consisting of

400 acres on the summit of Mt. Greylock, with a roadway
of 5 1

miles,

leading northerly

down the mountain toward

North Adams, with the observation tower,
be transferred to the State as a

up

gift.

their stock in the corporation.

etc.,

should

first

The stockholders gave
The commission raised

funds by subscription to clear up the indebtedness of the
old

corporation,

one holder

—

of

a

$5,000

mortgage

— the

giving up his interest for $1,250.
Mr. George B. Perry
The transfer was completed, and recorded Dec. 8, 1899.
State appropriations have since been made for enlarging
the reservation. The old corporation had expended over
),000 in obtaining and improving the property.

late

Road Building,
Before the reservation was established, a temporary road

was

partially built,

from the new Ashford valley on the

southwest leading toward the summit, by subscriptions raised
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under the leadership of Mr. Eugene H. Robbins,
wood roads and trails blazed by the late Mr.

in Pittsfield

following old

H.

Rollins

Pittsfield.

old

by several young gentlemen of
The commission afterward built portions of the
Cooke,

aided

"temporary road," supplementing the work of these
The county commissioners have built

Pittsfield gentlemen.

the greater portion of the present road from the south to
the summit,

among

other

portions

being

a

southern ap-

proach to the reservation known as "the Rockwell Road,"

The commission has

under the special statute of 1906.
the road from

built

also

"the high bridge," on the southern

camping ground," and thence to Stony Ledge;
also a road west of the summit to connect the southern road
with the North Adams road, thus saving quite a distance
and grades in passing from the south to the north-central
portions of the reservation. The commission has also built
a short piece of road on the summit, running south of the
little house, to connect with the old Greylock Park Association road circling around the tower.
The commission has
also built a path from the house to the tower, and has made
some changes on the North Adams road to improve the
road, to "the

J

grades.

There are about 25 miles of rough mountain roads, now
on the reservation and as approaches thereto, which

in use

have to be cared

for.

These roads are minuted on page

4 of the report of 1913. The commission has also erected
a small house for the superintendent and his family, to be

added to when required, and a small shelter for the men
employed on the reservation, and outlined several trails as
mentioned on page 9 of the report of 1913. More roads
and

trails

are needed to complete the general plan of de-

velopment.

This mountain

make
year.

it

more

Its

reservation

value

as

a

delightful

tion cannot be overestimated.

—

awaits

Thousands

useful.

of

full

place

Good

development

people visit
for

it

public

roads, — which

to

every
recrea-

mean

the widening and improving the present roads as well as
bridges, trails, observation towers, proper
building others,

—

shelters throughout its territory,

now

of

about 8,160 acres.
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proper buildings on the summit for the accommodation of
visitors,

— these

are a few of its immediate requirements.

The improvement
main and

The

one.

of this

great,

rugged, wild forest do-

protection are needs that are patent to every

its

design

is

to keep the whole territory in as simple

and natural a state as possible. Year by year the forest
growth is improving. Much has already been accomplished
in the work of individuals, the county and State in getting
in making it somewhat accessithe reservation together,
ble.
A few more acres are needed to perfect it.
It is the work of the commission to care for and improve
it; to determine and acquire certain needed additions and
still other approaches; to better the roads, to improve the
present ones and build other roads and trails; to secure
proper accommodations for visitors; to preserve the flora,

—

fauna, the geological features; to protect the bird

life;

to

encourage the love of nature and a better knowledge of the
value of nature study.

The commission bespeaks for its future work the aid of
Commonwealth and county and the kindly consideration

the

of all

sion

good

is

citizens.

Under the

original statute the

authorized to receive gifts from the public,

tributions to be placed in the hands of

commisall

con-

the treasurer of the

county of Berkshire, subject to the order of the commission,
all vouchers for expenditures to be filed with the county
authorities.

Now

that the reservation limits are nearly complete, every

citizen of the
first,

Commonwealth

is

interested in

making

this,

the

the largest mountain reservation in the State, in every

way worthy

of its

remarkable na,tural environment.

The Markers.
The balance

of appropriation for

marking the corners or

angle points on the outside boundary lines unexpended at

the close of 1912, as stated on page

uary 1913, was $258.60.

The

1

of the report of

Jan-

surveyor's report below shows

expenditures from that balance in 1913.

GREYLOCK COMMISSION.
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The Survey.
The

first

appropriation for the survey, Resolves of 1903,

—

chapter 55, was $2,000.

Of the appropriation of $1,000
chapter 101, Resolves of 1912
there was expended to
April 22, 1913, $125.50; to October 25, $645.75. The
balance vnW be used as the work progresses.

—

Cutting out Outside Lines.
Of

the

Resolves

appropriation
of

of

1908, — $64.60

$500,

— chapter

had

been

135

expended

superintendent at the time of the last report.

of

the

by the

Certain por-

boundary lines have been cut out by the
surveyors as their work has progressed, and the cost of
such cutting has been included in the survey or marker
accounts. The greater portion of the outside lines have
thus far been cut out. The outside lines of the reservation
cover a distance of about 24.8 miles. In many places these
outside lines are on the edge or down the steep mountain
tions of the outside

The balance

sides.

work

of the appropriation will

be used as the

progresses.

State Appropriations for Purchase of Lands, etc.

The

list of

appropriations from the State, since the reser-

vation was established in 1898,
legislative acts

The
Jan.

1,

on page 12

is

minuted with the

list

of

of the report of 1913.

total appropriations of the State for all purposes to

1914,

amount

to $94,700.

The commission had

a

surplus from
from the Greylock Park Association $454.06 of which, by
the consent of the Lenox contributors, was paid out for

the subscription raised to complete the transfer

"excess of land purchase" over the original appropriation

by the

State.

(See first annual report, 1902; see, also, page

7 of report of 1906,

where

it is

stated that 19| acres were

given the State by Miss Churchill of Pittsfield in 1905.)

There remains a balance unexpended

of the land appro-

priation under chapter 44 of the Acts of 1906.

reasons for the delay.

There are

DOCUMENT — No.
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Amount expended by the County of Berkshire for
THE BENEFIT OF THE GrEYLOCK StATE RESERVATION
FROM 1900 TO 1913, Inclusive.
See the report of the Berkshire County commissioners for
the year ending Dec. 31,

pages 42-44, where

1907,

it

is

stated that the county had then expended $35,541.82.

Since that report the county has expended for the benefit
of the reservation $17,370.98; in

all,

$52,912.80.

In 1908 the county purchased a stone crusher ($1,175

and cartage, $22.65) which

is

used on the mountain as far

as appropriations will admit.

Subscription Fund for a House on the Summit.
This fund was raised several years since in Dalton and
Pittsfield

by Mr. Rockwell, the

to the county treasurer.

the

sum

It

subscriptions being paid in

amounts, on Jan.

10,

1914, to

of $989.72.

The Present Small Buildings on the Summit.
The

summit was built in 1902 for the
The original cost was
about $800. An addition in 1908 (dining room and two
small rooms) cost, including labor and material, $227. The
house was painted in 1906 and in 1912. A small shelter
was built for the workmen in 1912, and a fence around the
small house on the

superintendent

and

family.

his

yard in the rear of the superintendent's house.

The

ice house, a mile

below the summit, was relocated in

1913, at an expense of about $25.
of

the

dining

room

in

changed into a kitchen in 1913.

came from the

The two

small rooms east

the superintendent's

old Greylock

The

house were

old log stable,

which

Park Association, was enlarged
Mr. Eugene H.

several years since at an expense of $75.

Robbins gave a cistern placed near the barn. The house
cost about $50.
The cistern near the workmen's
house was set up in 1913 at a cost, with conductors, etc., of
about $75. The tower on the summit came from the Greycistern

lock Park Association,
1908, p. 4.)

repainted in

1907.

(See report

of

GREYLOCK COMMISSION.
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In order to

a

install

telephone

mountain, $500 was paid the
Telegraph Company.

The

(See report of 1907, pp. 4, 5.)

of

construction,

superintendent and the

The Need

We

(pay station) on the
England Telephone and

cost above given does not include the labor, but only

material

the

New

[Jan.

men

except

The

where stated.

did the labor.

of Buildings, etc., on the Reservation.

need a comfortable house on the summit, a barn and

other buildings, including a large shelter for people

who

the reservation in large numbers to see the sunrise, an

visit
office

building for the commission and the superintendent, where

papers and plans can be kept, and where information can

be given the public as to matters pertaining to the reserva-

We

tion.

need shelters and towers in various parts of the

reservation.

Our present accommodations

We

are primitive

and inadequate.

lack water facilities on the summit, and there are

things needed to

make

many

the reservation complete, so that the

accommodated and the reservation
can be visited with ordinary convenience and comfort.
The barn proposed by the late Professor Bascom (see p.
4 of report of 1910) was found to cost $5,000. There were
no funds for the purpose. The old log stable is not of much
value, is unsightly and should be removed as soon as other
accommodations can be obtained.
While the appearance of the summit has been somewhat
improved, it still needs an appropriation to make it reasonpublic can be properly

ably attractive.-

List op Conveyances to the Commonwealth.

The deeds and takings are recorded in the registry of
deeds at Adams. The originals are filed with the Treasurer
of the Commonwealth.
In 1907 a "Minute of deeds book" was prepared by Mr.
(See report
A. W. Safford the register of deeds at Adams.
of

1908, p. 6.)

summit and an
filed in

There

is

a plan of the 400 acres on the

old plan of the

the registry.

North Adams road, both

These plans were made

for the

Grey-

PUBLIC
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lock Park Association.

map annexed
reservation

to

plan

the
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There was a small outline and road
There is a large
of 1913.

report

nearing

completion,

with

division,

lots,

and heights indicated. There are surveyors'
minutes and some blue prints of lots.

roads,

trails

14
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connected with the Reservation.

The deeds to the Commonwealth show certain rights of
way connected with the lands purchased, either acquired by
former owners or by purchase when the lands were bought
by the commission.

An

examination of the conveyances, or of "the minutes
book," prepared for the commission in 1907, will

of deeds

disclose these rights.

A

minute

of the rights

here given so they

may

(outside the reservation lines)

is

For convenience

be kept in mind.

they are arranged by towns.

In

New

Ashford.

1. One mentioned in the deed of R. B. Cummings to the
Commonwealth, book 278, p. 104. This right runs from a

point on the southwesterly line of the reservation,

1,032

feet northerly of the southwest corner of the reservation,

southwesterly to the south line of R. B. Cummings' land
3,160 feet; there

it

connects with an old town road running

2,830 feet to the valley stream.

This has been worked for a

roadway.

In Cheshire.

The
deed
2.

:

three following are also mentioned in the

—

From

the reservation south

line,

Cummings

over what

is

called the Rockwell Road, southerly to a point near the
of the old

now
site

Bennett place and thence easterly down past the

Cummings farmhouse

to the southerly line of the

way

property to the town

leading

down

Cummings

to Cheshire.

1907 the commission built over the portion from the
the old Bennett house

down

In

site of

to a point a short distance

above the Cummings' house, and Mr. John H. Emigh made
a plan.
3.

the

From" the
hill

in the
4.

the

site of

the old Bennett house southerly over

to the foot of Round's Rock.

This

is

now

included

Rockwell Road.

From a point northerly of the Cummings' house, where
way comes down from the site of the old Bennett house,

GREYLOCK COMMISSION.
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northerly, crossing Kitchen Brook, to the south line of the

This right was built over by the commission in
Mr. John H. Emi'gh laid out and surveyed this right,

reservation.

1909.

but did not live to complete the plan.
Ail the above rights of way are indicated on the reservation plan.

In
5.

tion,

From

a point in the southeasterly line of the reserva-

from the

lot

of

19| acres deeded, as a

by Miss Churchill

State

Adams.

the Toion of

which point

in 1905,

gift,

to the
feet

is

northerly of the southeast corner of the reservation, north-

and easterly crossing Bassett Brook over land formerly
Leonard A. Rider now of the Adams fire district, through
a gate, to the highway which leads down to Cheshire Harbor.
This is supposed to be a part of "the old stage road," at
one time running from Cheshire Harbor westerly around
Jones Nose. This right of way is 50 feet wide. (See deed
of Susan A. Churchill to the Commonwealth, book 273,
One
p. 515, also book 271, p. 229, and book 277, p. 189.)
Edmund Anthony also has a right. (See book 199, p. 88.)
erly
of

This right has not been built over.
6.

The Scholz

book 295,

p.

rights of way.

These rights are at the foot

525.)

part of the Cheshire Harbor
7.

A

right of

book 278,

(See

way

p.

of

97 and

and a

trail, so-called.

over the Charon

lot,

east of the lower

and book 271,
This right was over "the old Axtell farm," and
p. 419.)
on Lot 13 of the original layout of Adams. It runs over
Chas. A. Howland

land

now

lot.

(See

of Chas. A. Gould.

book 251,

p. 21

This right has not been built

over.
8.

From

the upper Follett lot easterly over what was

formerly the Ballard lot
(See

book 263,

p. 291.)

In
9.

A

Wells,

now owned by

Charles Langlois.

This right has not been built over.

the City of

North Adams.

right of way, mentioned in the deed of Daniel

to

the

Commonwealth

across

lands

formerly

M.
of

David P. Eddy now of the city of North Adams. (See
book 247, p. 641.) This right has not been built over.

PUBLIC

1914.]
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Rights of Others in the Reservation.
In the deeds and takings by the Commonwealth there are
noticed certain reservations.

Some

them were

of

rights

and

privileges existing before

the grantors themselves bought.

Some
wealth

them

of

now owns

are of no consequence, as the

Common-

the adjoining lands to which the privileges

originally pertained.

Some
few

of

still

them have expired by

exist,

limitation or purchase.

A

incumbrances on the lands included within

the exterior boundaries of the present reservation.

There are certain rights within the reservation lines which
have not as yet been purchased.
Some of the most important reservations are here minuted

:

—

In the deed of S.

book 262,
is

p. 603,

Aug.

Proctor Thayer
6,

1902, to the

(in

Williamstown),

Commonwealth, there

a reservation of springs of water, with the right to convey

the same away,
heirs,

etc.,

to the use of

Abner Towne and

his

with the right to move the shanty.

In the deed of Lewis Perkins to the Commonwealth, book
259, p. 551,

Nov.

10, 1902, is a reservation "subject to the

and streams located on
the above-described premises granted to (Valmore A.) Whittaker by the above-mentioned deed."
Certain rights in the Hopper Brook are owned by Clarence
M. Smith of Williamstown. See the deed of Stephen Bacon
to Clarence M. Smith, book 198, p. 505, of June 11, 1890,
and rights reserved by Bacon in last clause of deed; and
see the deed of Charles A. Sherman to said Smith, book
202, p. 117, Nov. 8, 1890, which was a deed of land, with a
portion of the Hopper Brook (the same premises afterward
taken by eminent domain from Smith, book 278, p. 647;
and see Commonwealth v. Smith, Mass. Reports, Vol. 210,
p. 259), where Sherman possibly retains a right to fish in
right to control the use of springs

the brook.

The deed
to the

Adams

of Charles, Arnold, Everett

Commonwealth, book 263,
fails

and

Wm.

G. Paul

p. 607, of 15 acres in

North

to insert a reservation in favor of the Williams-

GREYLOCK COMMISSION.
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town Water Company, giving it certain rights as set forth in
the deed given it by the Pauls July 30, 1890, in book 199,
p. 59.

This failure

book" prepared

is

mentioned in "the minutes of deeds

for the use of the commission.

Within the present planned outside
tion the Gilbert

The

West

lot

lines of the reserva-

has not as yet been obtained.

Divisions of the Southern

Road named for con-

venience OF Reference and Working.
These division names are important, as they have been
used in the descriptions in the petitions and orders in laying

They

out the different sections of the county way.

will

be

minuted on the reservation plan.

The Rockwell Road, the southern approach
This is a county way laid under the
reservation.
1.

statute of

1906, chapter 419.

It runs up,

to

the

special

over the ridge

south of the reservation, past Round's Rock, and about
It is about 5|
running
from
the
Northup
or
Cheshire
mountain
miles long,

three-fourths of a mile into the reservation.

road in the upper part of Lanesborough to Mitchell Brook.
It

was named by the county commissioners.

(See their re-

port for the year ending Dec. 31, 1907, p. 42.)
2.

Next north

is

a portion of the old "temporary road"

This was a portion of the roadfeet in length.
by gentlemen of Pittsfield several years before the
reservation was established. It has since been improved
by the commission. This is now a part of the county way
and runs up to the Cut Off Road.
3. The Cut Off Road, about 1 mile 1,560 feet, is now inThis was built, by the county
cluded in the county way.
commissioners, to shorten the distance and materially improved the grades.
On this road is the High bridge, so
called.
This runs up to the Switch Back Road.
4. The Switch Back Road, now included in the county way,
built by the county commissioners with a loop to improve
grades and to reach a higher level. It is 2,067 feet in
length and took the place of the very steep temporary road

about 1,945

way

built

on the west.
5.

The Divide Road

is

next above, about 1,274 feet in

PUBLIC
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length.

This

is
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not yet included in the county way, as

possibly the road

may

be changed to the west to avoid

was so named because, from the Adams
it runs over the apparent divide between
the Greylock and Saddle Ball peaks. The Cheshire Harbor
trail comes up into this portion of the road.
6. Next is the County Commissioners Road, part of the
county way, 4,637 feet in length, circling the easterly side of
the Greylock peak up to the summit. This road has a
long, deep retaining wall part of the way, and a curved cut
through the rocks overlooking Adams. This is the most
expensive portion of road on the mountain, and eventually
will be used as the last approach for all the roads to the
summit. This was the first piece of roadway built after the
reservation was established. It was built by the county
commissioners and named by the Greylock Reservation
Commission.
Nos. 2, 3 and 4 above were made portions of the county
way in 1911, under Statute 1900, chapter 226, on petition of
Mr. Rockwell. No. 6 was laid as a county way under the
same statute, on petition of the late Hon. Wm. A. Whittlesey
and others, dated Aug. 7, 1900. That was a general petition
for a county way from a point at or near the then residence
of George A. Bauer in New Ashford to the summit.
Only
the upper portion of the way petitioned for was laid, from
the summit down to the south line of Williamstown. The
only portion actually built under that layout was the
County Commissioners Road above mentioned. The layout
ran down west of the Divide Road, west of the present
Switch Back Road and west of the upper -part of the present
Cut Off Road, but that portion was never built upon. The
Switch Back Road and the Cut Off Road, built afterward,
made that work unnecessary. The plan of the layout was
never fully carried out, although a surveyor's plan was filed
in the county commissioners' office.
In 1911 Mr. Rockwell
snowdrifts.

It

valley on the east,

petitioned to
used.

The

discontinue the portion of the layout never

petition

was granted so that the records might

agree with the roads as actually built later.
old temporary road, both north

and south

Portions of the
of the south line

GREYLOCK COMMISSION.
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of Williamstown,

Cut Off Road
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were abandoned after the Switch Back and

and 1905, but as

sections were built in 1904

the temporary road had never been laid as a part
county way no petition was needed to discontinue.

of the

If a petition were filed and approved to make the Divide
Road, or some substitute, a part of the county way, then
there would be a county way from the foot of the Rockwell

Road

to the summit,

— 8|

miles.

Other Roads.

The southwestern approach

to the reservation over the

from the Lanesborough,

existing roads,

New

Ashford

line,

past the former residence of George A. Bauer to a point

where

it

the Rockwell

joins

Road about 200

below

feet

Mitchell Brook, should be laid as a county way, under St.
1900, chapter 226, with a change (2,000 feet of

new

road,

with a loop at the south end, just south of the southwest
entrance to the reservation), and the entire distance should

be widened and repaired.

The North Adams Road.
This was laid as a county way, over the

by the Greylock Park Association in
summit to Mrs. Walden's farmhouse, on
built

Greylock Reservation Commission, on Aug.
St.

way

1900, chapter 226

300,

and one

about 900

of

feet,

petition
5,

of

the

1901, under

There have been three changes in
the commission, one of about

made by

about 3,000 feet, and a loop in 1913 of
The North Adams
to improve grades.

all

road was made a county

was to

originally

(which statute authorized a county

over the mountain).

the roadway since,

way

1886, from the

way

for

several reasons,

settle a question of a missing link

— one

under the original

taking for a road by the Greylock Park Association (which
missing link was on land afterward bought by the commis-

and some questions on the right of way
outside the reservation land where Mrs. Walden was paid
sion for the State),

$300 as damages.

The
rights

other roads
of

way used

upon the
as

reservation,

or

over certain

approaches to the reservation, are
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All the roads are set forth

on

pages 4-6 of the report of 1913.

Nos.

3,

1,

4 and

6,

above alluded

to,

were built by and

under the direction of the county commissioners, any county
records as to No. 3 to the contrary notwithstanding. The
work on No. 6 was done by John Polcaro in 1900-01, but
soon after a cloudburst washed away the top dressing which

has never been replaced.

George A. Bauer superintended the work for the county
1 in 1907 and on No. 3 in 1904 and

commissioners on No.

which was completed Oct. 31, 1905.
The other roads on or connected with the reservation,
except Nos. 2 and 5 above, were built under the direction of
the commission by George A. Bauer. Nos. 2 and 5, as well
on No.

as the

4,

North Adams road, have been repaired and improved.
Distances on Certain Trails.

The

17 trails on the reservation are

of 1913,

page

named

in the report

Certain trails have since been measured

9.

and corrections made.

The

corrected measurements appear

in the surveyor's report below.

The pear-shaped

trail

around the summit

(see report of

1912, p. 5) has never been built.

The proposed
5,

trail

alluded to in the report of 1907, page

has never been built.

The Cheshire Harbor

trail

Reservation

was

first

Work

cut out in 1903.

in 1913.

The superintendent is employed from April 1 to November
The reservation is generally open from May 20 to
1.
November 1. The superintendent is occupied in April and
early

May

in general matters pertaining to the reservation.

Signs were put up at the entrances closing the roads to the
public in the spring until the roads were settled.

done,

by authority

of the

This was

county commissioners, under the

act of 1900, chapter 226, Section 2, and act of 1906, chapter
419, Section 2.

spring and late
especially after

This action was necessary, as in the early

teams and automobiles do great damage,
heavy rains, when the dirt roads are un-

fall
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settled

and

unfit to travel.

Until more permanent roads are

provided this practice should be continued.
superintendent's family were

May

[Jan.

moved

to the

This year the

summit about

and the public pay station installed before May 21.
work was done on the roads, the North Adams
road, somewhat washed by heavy rains, being repaired.
Caution signs were placed at certain bridges, and other
signs where needed.
The closets were moved back and reSome work was done on the Cheshire Harbor trail,
paired.
and later the upper portion of the trail was greatly improved.
The west wall of the High bridge was strengthened by
placing loose rocks against the foundation. Two small rooms
in the house were changed into a kitchen, leaving another
front room for general use. A small handrailing was placed
on the steep stairs. The stone crusher was moved from the
summit a few rods down the road to a point just above the
sign pointing to the Bennington monument, and stone was
crushed and placed on the road near the summit. At the
cut in the rocks overlooking Adams, on the southern road,
some work was done preparatory to moving the crusher

The

10,

spring

there at some future time.

A

near the summit to be used

later.

entrances of

A new

trails.

west corner of the

The
(No.

pile of

cistern

crushed stone remains

Signs were placed at the

was

set

up

at the north-

house occupied by the workmen.

little

outlined trail from the Bellows Pipe to Mt. Ravenscrag
16,

summits

p. 9, report

of

1913) was extended to reach the

up the easterly porMt. Ravenscrag, or Ragged Mounso that foot travelers can enjoy the views

of that small range, opening

tion of the reservation on
so called,

tain,

from

that

many

height,

—a

very

picturesque

addition

Like

attractions of the reservation.

all

the

to

new

trails

this will aid not only in enabling the caretakers to reach

that mountain crest, but will be useful in case of forest
fires

but

on that lower range lying east
this, like

most

of the

of the trails on the

Notch Brook;

mountain,

is

simply

outlined.

The

loop, lined out in 1912 (see report of 1912, p. 5,

item 7 on

p.

5 of

report of

1913), to

south of the Iron Kettle, on the North

and

improve the grade

Adams

road,

was

PUBLIC
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take

in time,

will,

the place of the steep part of the road, and will be about

900 feet in length.
Railings were renewed on the cattle underpass bridges
on the Rockwell Road. One of the discs on the tower,
which are small semi-circular plates, pointing out the distant
mountains, was replaced by one made of brass. Work on
the ice pond, referred to on page 5 of the report of 1912, was
resumed and more muck taken out. The ice house was rebuilt on the northeasterly side of the pond, the short piece
of road referred to on page 5 of the report of 1912 now conMore
necting with the southern road up the mountain.
w^ork in clearing this little pond should be done hereafter
and the edges of the pond graded. In the end it can be

made an attractive spot.
The summit was kept
Logs

clean

during the

season.

the use of foot passengers were placed

for

swampy
The old

fairly

in

places near the upper end of the Saddle Ball

the

trail.

spruce tower on Stony Ledge was taken down as it
A bridge, a short distance from the High
was unsafe.
bridge, on the way to. the camping ground, was repaired.
The buildings on the summit are insured. This year, well
into October, the roads were in

good condition.

In October the superintendent, Mr. George A. Bauer, was
allowed to take charge of building a road, an approach to
the Mt. Everett State Reservation in southern Berkshire,

and a man was substituted

in his place

on Greylock,

The Work of the Surveyors.
Mr. Arthur A. Fobes

of Httsfield placed certain markers,

under the act of 1906, on the easterly side of the
Rockwell Road for about 2 miles up from the foot of that

called for

road,

and

filed

with the county commissioners a plan show-

ing the actual location of the layout, and the location of

that part of the

way

as built.

He

got up as far as a point

west of the northeast corner of Lanesborough.
should be continued up to the reservation
that the abutters

may know where

Mr. William N. Tuller

of

That work

line,

in

order

to place their fences.

North Adams continued

his
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work

of

[Jan.

placing the markers at the angle points on the

outside lines of the reservation,

His report

terior survey.

is

and the work upon the

in-

here given for information and

reference.

Surveyor's Report.
Dec.

To

the

Gentlemen:
of

18, 1913.

Board of Qreylock Reservation Commissioners:

—

The work accomplished

a varied nature,

many

in the year 1913 has

been

matters having been attended to that will

be of great value to the pubhc and

work

In order to carry on this

officials of

the reservation.

to advantage, a

camp was

pitched as

nearly as possible to the center of activities, thus saving a considerable

amount

of time each

day

in arriving at the work.

maintaining such a camping outfit was not
of hiring conveyances each

much

The

cost of

in excess of the cost

day from the nearest points

of access to

the reservation.

Weather conditions were not of the best, as fog hung much of the
time over the highest points, especially in the month of October;
office work was carried on in camp on days when it was impossible to
do outside work.

The party consisted of chief of party, instrument man, two rodmen,
and an axeman; two instruments were included in the outfit, so that
separate parties could be arranged, as was often found to be of advantage in the work.

The work accomplished

is

as follows

:

—

Highways.
(a)
it

A survej^ was made of the New Ashford road from a point where

crosses the reservation west line southwesterly to the junction of

roads; one leading to the

New

Ashford and WiUiamstown main road,

through land of F. H. Main, D. Goodale
the New Ashford main road, but striking

et -al.,
it

the other leading to

nearer to the village of

Lanesborough. A center-line traverse was made, each angle point
being tied in for future location.
(6) Measurements were made along highway, inside and outside of
the reservation, to points of interest; distances were obtained from the

Adams, North Adams, Pittsfield, Lanesborough and other
main highways.
(c) Marble markers were set and lettered at mile points within the
reservation, on the North Adams road, the main road to Pittsfield, the
so-called Scholz road to Adams,
all distances radiating from the
tower at the summit. Marble markers were set at points on the main
road to Pittsfield and the Stony Ledge road, where town lines intersected them, said markers being lettered on each side, according to
the town lines which they intersect.

summit

to

points along the

—

PUBLIC
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Locating Minor Summits of the Reservation.
TraA'erses were run to the following summits from known points
and they were accurately placed on the official map of the reservation
(a) Mt. WiUiams, (b) Mt. Fitch, (c) Mt. Simonds, (d) Upper Saddle
Ball, (e) Lower Saddle Ball, (/) Jones Nose.
Heretofore the main summit and Stony Ijedge summit have been
accurately placed on the official plan of reservation.
:

Survey of Trails.
(a)

Saddle Ball Trail and others, from southerly loop on Switch

Back Road

to

—

Upper Saddle Ball Mountain,
Lower Saddle Ball Mountain,
Jones Nose (to marker on reservation south line),
Lower Follett Lot (intersection of Scholz Road)
.

.

.

,

(b)

the

Trail to Collin's Road,

Camping Grounds

to

—

.

.

.

6,416 feet.
8,136 feet.

.

12,333 feet.

.

from point on Stony Ledge Road near

Point where trail to Heart of Greylock leaves,
Sunset Rock,
Collin's Road (near Roaring Brook) following old road
.

.

(c)

Trail to
to

—

feet.

feet.

Hopper and Bacon's house, from point on Stony Ledge

Reservation west
S. Bacon's house,

(d)

847

3,934 feet.

7,872

in part,

Road

16,300 feet.

......
.......

line,

Temporary Road

Trail,

7,258 feet.
11,503 feet.

from point on Stony Ledge Road to

Switch Back Road (near watering trough) up,
Divide Road,

.

.

—

4,103 feet.
5,017 feet.

on North Adams road, 1,408 feet.
Mt. Williams, from point on North Adams road, 3,323

(e)

Trail to Mt. Fitch, from point

(/)

Trail to

feet.
(g)

Trail to

Mt. Simonds, 5,710

(h)

Trail to

Money Brook

feet.

Cascade, from point on the North

Adams

road, 972 feet.
(i)

Trail to point overlooking Inner Hopper, from point

North Adams road, 628
Ci)

Trail to connect with Bellows Pipe Trail, from point

Adams

road, 271 feet.

on the

feet.

on North
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(fc)

Trail to Bellows Pipe

Commissioners Road to

—

[Jan.

and Walden house, from point on County

Bellows Pipe (also trail to Ravens Crag),
Walden's house (in part over land of the city of North
.

.

.

6,922 feet.

19,034 feet.

Adams)
(0 Cheshire

Harbor Trail previously run

east hne to Divide Road, 10,197

out,

from Reservation

feet.

Outside Line Surveys.

The hne from the southwest corner of the reservation to Mitchell
Brook was cut out and a marker placed at an intermediate point on the
long line; this completed the cutting out of all hues that bound the

A

reservation.

random

line

was run from the reservation

line at

Mitchell Brook to the Rockwell Road to determine distance, etc.
A steel drill bolt was set at Station No. 27. A steel bolt was set

and leaded at Station No. 127. The West lot was run out and small
markers placed at the corners to aid appraisers. There remains to be
set one marker at Station No. 44.

Town Line

Survey.

The Williamstown-New Ashford town

line

was run and cut out

from the southeast corner of the town of Williamstown to the intersection with the Stony Ledge road; this will be used as a base hne in
present and future work.
Miscellaneous Work.
(a) Measurements were made from Station No. 125 along reservation line to where the Hopper Brook crosses said line.
(b) Data were obtained to locate the junction of the main tributaries to the Hopper Brook.
(c) Six marble markers were drawn to Scholz House to mark the

right of

way

obtained there.

Office

Work.

map. The
official
map.
on
the
placed
been
have
summits, as indicated above,
References made by J. H. Emigh, former surveyor for the reservation,
which were made in pencil on the official map have been permanently

The

trails,

as indicated above, have been placed on the

replaced.

Minutes

of the western

rected and placed on the

boundary fines run
map.

in 1912

have been cor-

official

Wm.

N. Tuller, C.E.,
Surveyor.
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'^

Commission for Entry

of Street

the Reservation.

In the matter of the petition of the Berkshire Street Railway Company, dated at Pittsfield Sept. 19, 1912, and filed with the chairman
of the commission Sept. 27, 1912, under chapter 601, section 3, of the
Acts of 1910, which act was accepted by the petitioner, praying that
after notice to all parties in interest

sion might

deem

and such hearing as the commismight

to be necessary, the assent of the commission

be given for the construction of a line of railway through the Greylock State Reservation on the location indicated on the plan filed with
said petition, and further praying that, in the event that such location
might not be satisfactory to the commission, the commission indicate

some other

suitable location across said reservation for the railway of

the petitioner, a pubhc hearing having been held by the Greylock
Reservation Commission on the subject-matter of said petition at the

county commissioners' room at the court house at Pittsfield on Oct.
15, 1912, and notice upon all parties in interest having been served bj^
publication and service by the petitioner as ordered by the commission.
it was
That the Greylock Reservation Commission assents to the
construction of a line of railway and a location for the railway of the
petitioner through and upon lands of the Greylock State Reservation,
and points out a route therefor, as far as the same crosses land of the

After due deliberation upon the matter
Voted,

reservation, as follows

:

—

Beginning at a point on the westerly side of Ragged Mountain or
called, on the northerly line of the reservation, in the
North Adams, as indicated on the plan filed with their petition, by the said Berkshire Street Railway Company; thence running
southerly on the westerly side of Ragged Mountain or Ravenscrag, so
called; and thence around by a curve westerly near the Bellows Pipe,
so called; and thence northerly and around the northerly side of Mt.
Wilhams by a curve westerly; and thence southerly on the westerly
side of Mt. Williams and Mt. Fitch; and thence continuing southerly
and easterly of the County Commissioners' Road, so called, on the
easterly side of Greylock peak, to a point near the lower end of the
cut through the rocks on the said County Commissioners' Road, so

Ravenscrag, so
city of

called,

which point, upon the easterly side

of said road, shall

terminus of the route herein pointed out; that
the Berkshire Street Railway

Company

is,

the plan as

entitled,

be the

filed

by

"Berkshire street

railway plan showing proposed trolley hne to summit of Mt. Grey1 See pp. 7 and 8 of the report of 1911; pp.
report of 1913.

9

and

10 of the report of 1912;

and

p. 11 of

the
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lock, scale j inch, 100 feet.

January, 1912.

engineers B-213," indicating a route,

may

[Jan.

Durkee, White & Towne,
be followed upon lands of

the reservation as far as the terminus indicated by this vote and no
if in the opinion of the Board of Railroad Commissioners such

further,

a line of railway will permit of safe and reasonably economical construction and operation and be constructed and opened for use in a
satisfactory to said Board of Railroad Commissioners, which
approve such location. Provided the petitioner obtains the permission of the board of county commissioners of the county of Berkshire and of the Board of Railroad Commissioners to cross and to use

manner
shall

such portions of the North Adams road, so called, lying within the
reservation, as the plan accompanying the petition indicates as necessary for the location of the railway, the said North Adams road being
a county way.

And

provided, further, that the petitioner obtains the

and locations from the town of Adams, the city of
North Adams over lands or highways in said town or city, and permission to cross over any private lands which the plan of the petitioner

legal consent for

as filed proposes to use or cross over in the location or construction of

the proposed railway from the village of
tain.

And

Adams up Greylock moun-

provided, further, that the railway be constructed, equipped

and operated by Jan. 1, 1914, or within such reasonable time as
be determined by the Board of Railroad Commissioners;
A true copy of vote taken Nov. 16, 1912.

shall

Attest:

GREYLOCK RESERVATION COMMISSION.
A. B. Daniels,
Secretary.

See order of the Public Service Commission of Dec. 31,
1913, disallowing the above petition.

Legislative Matters.

The commission presented

a resolve and statements to the

Legislature in 1912, and again

towers on

and

the reservation.

in 1913, for the erection of

(See

report of

1912, page 10,

report of 1913, p. 12.)

In 1912 the matter was not reached until late in the session.
The committee on harbors and public lands reported

House passed it to the committee on ways
and means by a large vote, but that committee gave no
hearing upon the matter. In 1913 the committee on harbors
and public lands made a report favoring 5 towers for the
The house committee on ways and means
reservation.
also made a favorable report, but the Senate committee
adversely, but the

DOCUMENT — No.
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reported adversely, urging the objection that, as a State
policy,

made

to the reservations

surveys and markers;

that the counties,

appropriations should be

only for lands,

under the acts creating the reservations, should attend to
all other matters pertaining to the State reservations.
This objection,

a valid one, would preclude the State

if

from taking care of
it

its

own

forests

on the reservations.

If

to be the policy of the State to throw the burden of

is

the entire improvement of the State reservations upon the

we would respectfully suggest that the State be
somewhat considerate in passing laws in reference to the
management of the reservations.
counties,

We

do not understand, however, that the original act

creating this reservation, chapter 543 of the Acts of 1898,

contemplated that the State thereafter should be deprived
of the right to give its aid, in

any way future

should think

benefit

proper,

for

the

of

the

legislatures

reservation.

Section 5 of that act, providing that the annual expense for

the care and maintenance of the Greylock State Reservation

should go into the county budget, does not in any
fere

with the State's improving

State care to do

its

own

way

inter-

property, should the

so.

Legislative Acts and Resolves.

The
1913.

full list

A

may

be found on page 12 of the report of

reference might be added to that

268, Acts of 1910, as

amended by chapter 43

list

to chapter

of the Acts of

1911 and chapter 534 of the Acts of 1913, providing for the

annual preparation and printing of

and employees with

of

State

officials

their salaries or compensation.

The appropriations

for the

annual care and maintenance

of this reservation being placed,

1898, chapter 543,

lists

under the original act of
of Berkshire, and those

upon the county

employed by the commission in that serAace being paid from
county appropriations, the commission only makes return
under this statute of the list of commissioners, etc.
If there are

any

special appropriations

made by

the State,

then a general statement should be made, as required by the
act, of

expenditures under the special appropriations.
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A Refuge

[Jan.

for Birds and Game.

The act of 1909, chapter 362, providing for the establishment of refuges for birds and game, made it the duty of those
law forbidding the

in charge of reservations to enforce the

hunting, pursuing, taking, killing or in any manner molesting
or destroying

any wild bird or game within the exterior

boundaries of the State reservations.

Attention

is

called to this

law on the cloth signs postied

at the entrances to the reservation.

Those interested

hunting during the proper seasons are

in

greatly interested in the matter of these refuges for birds

and game, and it is found that their establishment has increased birds and game outside the places of refuge.
Sportsmen have noticed and appreciated this fact, and
will aid in

every

way

to guard the reservations.

side these refuges will

Covers out-

be stocked with wild birds and game

coming out from these protected places, and the number of
wild birds and game will be greatly increased throughout
the Commonwealth.

Forestry.^

Thus

far the general

work

of the commission,

under the

State and county appropriations, has been the obtaining of
lands, surveys, placing of markers, building of roads, outlining trails, providing a small house for the family of the

superintendent and a shelter for the men, and the general

annual care of the reservation.

We have had no appropriations or gifts for forest work.
We have cut out here and there a few trees, not of much
value and where

could be done without detriment to the

it

forests, for roads, trails

work has been undertaken on account
tions.

We

call

No

and lookouts.

general forestry

of lack of appropria-

attention to pages 41 and 42 of the State

work of 1912, and to page 13 of our
would welcome appropriations from
The superintendent, Mr.
forestry work.

Forester's report for his

report

of

1913.

We

some source for
George A. Bauer, under the oversight

of the

has, as far as possible, protected the reservation
I

See page 6 of the report of 1909.

commission,

by

outlining

—
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wards, cutting out in certain places, and mak-

trails for fire

fire guards, and has, since 1907, made
employed private fire wardens living
around the reservation to be on the lookout for fires, reporting them if any occur, and furnishing aid to extinguish

ing roads to act as

and

arrangements

fires

started,

if

and obtaining

facts as to their origin, etc.

(See p. 1 of the report of 1908

and

4 of the report of

p.

In the report of the State Forester for his work of

1910.)

1912, on page 48,

it will

be noted that the State Fire Warden

has withdrawn his "observer" from Greylock.

List of Commissioners and
John Bascom
Francis

Terms of Service.

of Williamstown, 1898-1910.

W. RockweU

of Pittsfield,

1898—

Adams, 1898-April 9, 1902.
Edward S. Wilkinson of North Adams, April 16-Oct.
AVilliam H. Sperry of North Adams, Dec. 31, 1902—
Arthur B. Daniels of Adams, 1910

Alfred B.

Mole

Of the

of

first

appointed for
B.

Mole

for

three,

six,

two

Prof.

Francis
years.

14, 1902.

John Bascom, was

W. Rockwell

for four,

Bascom was not
Mr. Mole resigned

Professor

date for reappointment in 1910.

originally

and Alfred
a candiin 1902,

term of six years, to go into business
outside the State. Mr. Wilkinson died Oct. 14, 1902,
attending one (informal) meeting of the commission only.

during his second or

full

The Annual Reports.
The work of the commission in getting together, improving
and overseeing the reservation work, extending over a series
of years, has been constant, requiring much time and effort.
The early reports do not go into as much detail as the later
ones,

perhaps because in the beginning the acquisition of

lands was the chief object in view, but
to keep track of matters and to do

has been necessary

it

many

things which do

not appear in the earlier reports.
Prof.

John Bascom, who was chairman

of the

commission

at the time, wrote the reports 1902-05, inclusive, the first

paragraph of the report of

1906,

paragraphs of the report of 1907, the

the
full

second and

third

reports of 1909

and
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1910, and

[Jan. 1914.

Mr. Rockwell, the present chairman, the balance

of the reports.

Aside from the work of securing, improving and caring
reservation itself, there have been the legislative,

for the

county
looked

and railway hearings, etc., to be
no account of which has appeared in the re-

commissioners
after,

ports.

FRANCIS W. ROCKWELL,
H. SPERRY,

WILLIAM

ARTHUR

B.

DANIELS,
Com^nissioners.

